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In the PC version, you must restart your computer after applying the patch. Patch 1.1.2.0 for PC brings the following fixes to
Liberty City: Fixed the achievement bug which affected the top-ten earning clerks and the top-ten earning storefront managers.
Fixed the issue with some custom jobs in which the game crashed when the job was restarted. Fixed the issue with the EGO
Crate Shop's presence at the Manhatten Point Holiday Celebration. Fixed the issue with the subway station's AI. Fixed the issue
with the Cash on Delivery feature. Fixed the issue with the user interface (UI) of the nightclub PCU-4. Fixed the issue with the
UI of the nightclub casino cashier PCU-4. Fixed the issue with the user interface (UI) of the taxi driver PCU-4. Fixed the issue
with the user interface (UI) of the taxi PCU-4. Fixed the issue with the currency exchange rates. Added a few new nightclubs.
Added a few more NPC passengers for the taxi PCU-4. Replaced the graphic settings for PC. The patch can also be downloaded
from the PlayStation Store on PS3, for around £3.99. It'll replace 1.1.0.0 if you already have it on your PS3.In recent years,
portable electronic devices such as mobile phones and personal digital assistants (PDA) are used in various fields, and therefore
their demands for a reduction in size and weight and higher performance are increasing. Also, an IC card in which IC chips are
embedded is used for controlling access to an elevator or the like in a building, and in recent years, even an IC card having a
connector for data communication is in use. An IC card is typically connected to an external apparatus by a connector, and
accordingly a connector of high quality is required. On the other hand, an IC card connector mounted in an electronic device has
been improved to reduce the size and weight of the electronic device and to achieve high performance. In particular, a reduction
in height of the connector has been attempted. As a method for reducing the height of a connector, a method of setting a
flexible printed circuit (FPC) constituting a circuit board as a movable part is known. In the method, the height of a connector
can be reduced by reducing the thickness of the connector.Q
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